
tinyfluff: [...]

mayadotland: [...]

h0p3fully: 

ssteinbr:

robinsloan: [...]

solidsneezed: [...] color of gardenias... 

LOLOLOL this arrow is causing so much mayhem for everyone

RSS feeds of smaller subreddits have been good for me. 
r/deepintoyoutube is pretty great.

I just spent like five minutes trying to make the comment 
bubbles part of a cartoon pipe drawing. But I gave up because 
I'm too stupid to understand how to use tech, apparently

Nah, screwing around is the fun part =D

OKAY
who do we have here? let’s do some 
introductions. i’ll give you a 
second to get oriented but please 
introduce yourself.

there are always more boxes

there are always more boxes

there are always more boxes

here is wei’s if you want to use 
it as well

herbq - it’s good to hang out at 
last in live TV

i am a different kicks - the one 
you’re talking about was an 
impostor unfortunately, stolen by 
powerful organizations, designed 
to manipulate maze hierarchies.

hello world

HELLLOW! :_) 

I have been lost in the depths of 

certain documents regarding 

the whereabouts of A.D.

why thank you, these colors feel 
just right

on a more serious note: Does 
anyone know what happened to the 
dungeons?!

hey glitchyowl! I loved your music

selection at the last scrapchat!

Keeping moods in separete boxes 
sounds almost like a mantra for a 
“happy life” :see-no-evil:

Doesn’t it boil down to money? If 
you get “Big” you need to have all 
the VC money in the world and you 
need to “Dominate” or 
“Revolutionize” a space. 



Sure, you can have your 
semi-private/semi-public space 
that enables 
interaction/collaboration but in 
order to be truly Reach people you 
need to also “Reach” their 
wallets.

But I'll have to try to play a bit 
more with the algorithm. I've 
tried the "genius" feature a 
couple of times but nothing worth 
mentioning came of it. So it's 
probably my fault.

I Wish Apple Music would 
understand me like that. Everytime

I use it, it suggests the most 
random songs that hit just not 
right. 



I wonder if I’m not using it in 
the “right way”. Do you curate 
your playlists?


Hellow Everyone. I’m Mannie. I’m a 
computer technician by trade and

a part time revolutionary.

Is there a too deep? I know my 

Reports are overdue but things

have been a bit more complicated

since the secure lines have

been severed..

if you destroy my boxes, i will be 
so happy - bring on the chaos

solidsneezed - you were with us 
last time i do recall that.



yes - gardenias.

yeah hey - just glad to be 
scrapchatting with ya

introductions? introductions. I have a

little (:P) wiki, nothing special, and I 
like observing hyperspace from my 
corner of it. :)

kicks over here asking the hard questions :laughter:



the cop-out answer: I haven’t finished my yearly audits yet 
so I’m not sure! hehe.



I don’t thiNK I started anything really new in my wiki this 
year - mostly just kept up (or not) with the same old things 
-- although, I suppose now I’m doing a bit of collaboration 
in my carpe diems when they become weekly rather than 
daily, and that’s been fun.



I’ve also started doing a bit more dynamic tagging but I’m 
not sure how much that’s going to continue? I’m enjoying 
messing about though. (isn’t that all I do in my wiki? heh)

I always worry a little that the bursts are... hm, hard to 
navigate? eg. when my Recent tab is full of slightly 
modified pieces of writing, what distinguishes them from 
pieces that have been more deeply edited? of course h0p3 
has this problem too -- I think that’s one of the parts of the 
wiki I’d like to “solve” or experiment with more...

hi! /waves

welcome to the fun :)
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nawwww this is fun! it’s a group chat in boxes eh :)



reminds me of when we were first who-styling :D

tinyfluff: I cant figure out how to edit the original text box. figma 
is confusing. But it’s starting to make a little sense. Thanks for 
the tips Kicks

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

Hellllo! Hi, looks like timezone is still equally confusing in 
the year 2021

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

it was lovely, i got to see fireworks close up, and observe 
how a city manage a countown concert and control 
traffic when everything is slightly chaotic.

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

growing up i would see the fireworks from sydney on tv! 
there’s a particular nice feeling this year

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

definitely, the tv channel in taiwan would share 
countown moments from around the world, and yeah it is 
one of the first countries to enter a new year!

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

[pulling] always feel more intentional!

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

yah you bet. any demon slayer viewer here? ->

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

it feels like a farmer’s market for me! many convo and 
things are happening, and i can go around



maybe if there’s an after party, it would be more 
navigatable, perhaps?



i think of it as maybe, google wave + a whiteboard 

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

^^ balloons that indicate where the info center and 
medical booth is in the countown area



as well as public restrooms

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

<< can u grant this wish pls, kicks :D

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

what u thinking. i hav a new computer-y visual 

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

:deliberately-blurred-out-the-text:

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

thank you for hoppping in!!

:O

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

<< countown concert in downtown taipei

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

most people spent their nights in their little bubbles, 
from home. the turnout rate was at all-time-low, which 
was a good thing

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

<< would luv to see this

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

or... Yu-Gi-Oh! and Pokemon card collectors? 

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

nawwww

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

helllo!

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

halllo!~  ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

this box is slightly confusing in how its structured, maybe 
i can try and help? 

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

hi Herb, there’s this resizing feature in the right column, 
if you change the text box height to [hug contents], it 
should auto grow and shrink the box!

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

hi Ryan, there’s this resizing feature in the right column, 
if you change the text box height to [hug contents], it 
should auto grow and shrink the box!

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

hi Mannie, very nice to meet you! 

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

hi Philip, welcomeee! 

 ..·: glitchyowl ·:·.*

thank u, it was a throwback to high school times for meOPEN SCRAPPIN WORLDWIDE
with Sphygmus, SolidSNEEZED, Mannie, Spelific, Valstals (???), Ryan 

Patterson, Philip Underwood, and Herb Quine

one of the issues with editing 
text is that you might type so 
that it goes past the edge of the 
boundaries of the textbox - and 
then things get weird. so be 
careful resizing your text - if 
you need to edit text that is 
screwed up, you can usually hit 
the letter t on your keyboard to 
get back into edit mode

Ok, figma is still a bit confusing, but let’s try and go ahead with this for now.



Oooh, now it’s working! Thanks so much, Weiwei!

a ‘lil’ wiki :) SURE!



Little = Marvellous

OHH IT’s mannie of mannie’s mAZES!



i get to meet you :D

so sphygmus - i’m curious if 
you’ve made any wiki discoveries 
this year - anything you started 
that has been working well?

i feel bad focusing on you here - 
don’t want to make you nervouse 
while typing - but I”M EXCITED to 
talk to you again :D

this answer is actually a relief to hear - i 
kind of always want you to be in experimental 
slash “feeling behind” moods.



bc you work in bursts. and when those bursts 
happen, it’s a flurry of ideas and great 
writing. and i think this mood might FLOWER(?) 
INTO those bursts.
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absolutely! you were the first one to ever 
collaborate with me on this. that was a lot of 
fun. i feel nostalgic for those times. simple 
messing about.

mannie - what else have you been 
up to other than mountain dew 
mazes? i’m sure that is certainly 
a mere fraction of your life.

i love your box - well done 

documents eh? i hope you’re not 
going too deep into red october 
twitter to find these docs

HOW Was your new years glitchyowl?

VALSTALS!! everyone be sure to say 
hello to valstals and to read 
unimaginable heights IN ITS 
ENTIRETY



WAIT - is valstals in here? in 
this document? this is an 
important question.

is it bc you have to resize it 
before you add text to it?

i am a new kicks, a joint effort 
between facebook labs and the 
grape nuts marketing team. they’re 
great!!

a little blorp

I learned how to get the whole thing 
together! It only took the first hour :D

Hello, wider world!

this is lookin amazing

so cute and SHArp edged

tinyfluff: I watched the fireworks in Sydney too, from quite far away, to 
avoid the people around. It was weirdly nice. Ended up getting rained on 
but I didn’t mind

tinyfluff: Aw that’s really cute and cool. I didn’t realise it had 
international reach? I guess the novelty of being one of the first 
countries to enter a new year maybe?

tinyfluff:  That’s really cool! I don’t really watch enough TV to know if 
the same is true here. Like I don’t have an antenna or cable box hooked 
up at all. So all my media is kind of “pull” instead of “push” except 
things like this that arrive as a twitch push notification

tinyfluff: pulling means I miss out on a lot of stuff though. I have to 
know I want to see it before I can know it exists. It has to spread socially 
or something. I don’t have anything in my life that resembles channel 
surfing, except maybe Apple Music automatically playing songs it 
thinks I might like

I’ve been really impressed with Apple Music’s recent update. Now whenever 
I make a custom playlist, by default it will play more songs it thinks goes 
well after it reaches the end of my playlist, and it does an impressively good 
job. I think Apple understands who I am better than any tech company, just 
from music tastes. But it’s probably a black box, I doubt they can export a 
text definition of what tinyfluff cares about. The AI crunches the numbers 
and comes back with UUIDs of tracks that just so happen to be queer shit 
from cartoons, somehow.

tiktok is incredible too. I use it a lot. It’s the only one of those big AI feed social 
media things that leaves me feeling like i’ve learned something and might 
actually be a healthier better person after spending some time letting the 
brainworms suck on my identity. Get in while it’s good, i’m sure it’ll turn to 
trash any day now. Good things never last when they’re big businesses

tinyfluff: Hi wallflower!

Is it ok if i say hi? i watched last 

time, feel like a wallflower at a party...

HI  

Great to see you live, too, kicks!



I have to say, I quite liked the impostor, though. It’s a pity that 
printable mazes have become the playground of powerful 
organizations. Do you think there’s any chance we might be able to 
reclaim printable mazes independent from corporate interests?



What’s grape nuts’ position on printable mazes? Any chance we 
might see some grape-nuts-marketing 
promotional-printable-mazes?

say hi and let’s see how it 
;sounds:

the speaker is a really nice touch

what is it you’re looking for 
here, WALLFLOWER?

i think this hello worked. i sense 
that you are in!

THE grape nuts CO is totally tuned 
into the coming end of mazes!!



when i walk among the workers, 
gathering and nutting grapes in 
the field, i can feel their 
anticipation. IT’S COMING!!

being locked out of my site for 
six months was not the best. but 
if you all liked it so much, i 
understand - i will email the 
printable mazes dept and see if 
they will steal it again.

Great to see you live, too, kicks!
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I have to say, I quite liked the impostor, though. It’s a pity that 
printable mazes have become the playground of powerful 
organizations. Do you think there’s any chance we might be able to 
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What’s grape nuts’ position on printable mazes? Any chance we 
might see some grape-nuts-marketing 
promotional-printable-mazes?

Oh no, the end of mazes?



That would be such a sad moment. Don’t you have some nostalgia for 
the old impostor, even if he may have been fake? Maybe it’s just me, 
but I did enjoy the treasure hunt that JB films started, even if we 
never got to see the end of it.

It was great. Not that I don’t like your current site, quite the opposite. 
But the whole takeover attempt was very fascinating to watch. I 
would love to know what the FBI FEM-CUT is up to nowadays.



Anyway, it’s so nice to see another (public) scrap chat here on twitch.



Perhaps as a question for both of you, what were the most surprising 
aspects of this medium that you discovered while scrapchatting?



Or if the question is too general, what are you thoughts regarding 
navigation in such a chat conversation? I still feel a little bit lost here, 
it’s somewhat hard to keep up and know where to follow the 
conversation. But perhaps there’s a certain charm in this feeling of 
uncertainty / disorientation that adds to the experience here?

i’m curious what recommendation 
bots/sites are working for 
everyone? i’ve been loving 
soundcloud’s for instance - it 
manages to pull up unknown stuff. 
(much like i hear about tiktok’s)

glitchyowl - did you take any 
pics out there?

I gave my collection away many years ago :)

The balloons are so cool.

I demand a refund

I’ve never had that line work so well

yah hello - this is neat - an 
embossed pebble is affixing your 
every word



happy new year! an accomplishment 
worthy of this tiny night

I feel like meaning is a human thing. Everyone keeps trying to make AI sort 
and organise our meaning, but it doesn’t work. It never works. Maybe for a 
week, but then it gets brainworms and tries to destroy democracy or turn the 
planet in to paperclips or something. I want more stuff where all the decisions 
are made by people, and the computers just do the non-decidey work.

Poetry Tip: Sign Languages are brilliant at expressing poetry. There’s so many 
more spatial and semantic dimensions to build rhythm and rhyme across. 
Learning Australian Sign Language (Auslan) has been really big in getting in to 
poetry to me. Learning a Sign Language as an AI dev feels a little like learning 
how to communicate in Word Vectors. Like I’m somewhat unshackled from 
discrete lexical items like words, existing now in a space with dosens of 
proportional analog dimensions of expression. One where I can mix two terms 
together and arrive at a meaning that exists between the two. It’s so nice and 
fun

Hello! I don’t know what’s 
going on but sphygmus invited 
me to the stream and now here 
I am O:

Mediawiki solves this issue by 
having a “minor edit” checkbox that 
can signify that it is a minor edit 
in the Recent Changes or even hide 
minor edits to common users

I do try to spend some time every week or two, curating playlists that are like 
different moodboards. I have some playlists that are just imports from 
Spotify with SongShift app, some that are manually entered like every song 
from Sense8 that I found on some wiki thing, and some where I kind of play 
with the algorithm starting with like 3 poignant tracks, then sift through the 
recommendations and add any tracks that come up that seem to fit well, so 
the playlist gradually grows and becomes a more specific sort of search 
initiator for the algorithm. It’s not great if you just have a general music 
collection because “more of the same” means a pretty wide spectrum of 
music. Playlists are definitely where it’s at. Keep your moods in seperate 
boxes.

HAPPY NEW YEARS



all of our/her/your greenlandic 
friends!!



apologies to everyone - i had the 
doc covered for a few minutes 
there



THANKS for joining us valstals

I guess that is a positive: I 
accomplished something right before 
the deadline!

i will give you anything you 
desire

i also really apologize for 
constant caps - i just love that i 
can emphasize with this font. A 
SMALL PRICE TO PAY I GUESS?>

I desire a nice glitch friendly indieweb blog that supports all the nonsense like 
webmentions that anyone can start up as easily as a tumblr, so we can get 
back to a nice place where people had feeds that were just stuff they follow, 
and people could make stuff accessible to those feedreaders very easily, 
instead of this weird nightmare zone of trying to scrape instagram or 
whatever. instagram-private-api is pretty nice but I shouldn’t have to emulate 
a chinese android phone to be able to include content from my friends in my 
feeds

I’m trying to find the energy to do it myself. So many projects. But I think it’s 
possible to make something like a distributed tumblr on top of glitch. Just a lot 
of UX work. I like the idea of a tumblog that has different media types, like 
text chat can go, but svg’s should be a primary kind of thing. And slaptrash 
feels like a natural fit for something like this. I’d love a feed full of weird 
slaptrashes. Maybe slaptrashes modded to be compatible with google’s weird 
WebStories thing so it can even show up in their apps and junk so people 
maybe feel motivated by a decent audience size potential

Biggest obstacle is glitch has fairly small storage limits on free tier. Like 200mb or 
something. But I figure “login with GitHub to backup your tumblog and get 
unlimited storage!” might work as an upgrade path when people hit that limit.

Completely Decentralised is too hard. That’s why I like the idea of glitch. You can 
have something that’s easy to fork to make your own thing, but people who want to 
can also host something on ipfs or whatever, or their own server, and interoperate 
fine as long as it’s all powered by simple feeds and maybe webhooks to make fast 
push about new posts happen well

never apologize for your preferences!

I guess, as an intro: I quit my job earlier this year and 
have been exploring a lot of things.. that feels a bit like 
being a wallflower too in a way, I’m just looking for how 
these machines and interactions create meaning, here 
for the meaning y’all create



wow am i inept at figma

I was actually working on AI apps 

before I quit too, lol.. but yeah, meaning is made where

you put it. Part of the big surprise for me this year was

getting really into poetry

I found sooo many I loved, maybe my favorite  was Lucille

Clifton’s won’t you come celebrate with me. In a similar vein

moved by Audre Lorde’s A Litany for Survival. Jericho Brown’s

Foreday in the Morning makes me almost cry a lot. There’s

some poems that only work on a page I guess this crowd might like: 

Amazing! I loved Ilya Kaminsky’s Deaf Republic which had

some sign language built in and was, in many ways, about

silence

very triangular

Paperclips are the meaning, they’re just trying to let us know.

i feel this yah. i think it’s beyond me. 
but maybe with help.

i know what this is. this is going to be 
cool. i can’t wait

to me, the biggest obstacle is not just 
making another giant tumblr or twitter that 
grows so large that it becomes a war 
ground/has to wipe its content/ads 
everywhere.



on the other hand, completely decentralized 
things are just too crummy.

:D        ok ok this stream has about 10 
minutes left and then

      i’ll leave you all to your evening



thanks for jumping into the water so 
readily

IF YOU CAN SEE THIS, it’s time to close the 
stream - give a wave of your cursor to 
everyone in the area

glad to meet you all. thanks for spending 
your precious time with us. 



you are very kind to trust us - to enter 
the link and get into it!

cool - feel free to come back to this 
document - we’ll leave it here. just going 
to make a copy of it - as it stands at 
12;21 PM greenlandd 2021.

do you want to show anything else 
glitchyowwl? a cassette? or a PERSONAL 
computer type thing?

ohh - yeah let’s see it!

How did covid affect all of this? Was the night spent worry-free 
or did everyone celebrate in their own little bubbles?

That sounds like an interesting year! What was 
the biggest surprise poem that you loved?

ahhhh text boxes!



yes nostalgic! hard to imagine it’s been 2 
years



excited for the next 2 years -- or the next 2 
decades! :laughter:

sphygmus

I love your little pebble blob!

sphygmus

thanks kicks! this was a fun time :)
sphygmus

I feel so slow at this, but its rly cool, thanks for all the

setting up/making this

Aw, so soon?

oh wow - a friend of sphygmus. for reals. 
i’ll take it. thanks for dropping in.

you are just a light blue on deep green to 
me.

which is a lot. oh you are also a blue 
cursor!

Thank you for sharing these

It’s funny the ways we relate to the algorithms now,

training them, etc


